Monthly achievements of DPE for the month of January, 2019

1. Pursuant to the recommendations of CoS on 31.12.2018, DPE has written to the concerned Administrative Ministries/Departments of CPSEs to furnish the updated status/information of their loss making CPSEs for preparation of an updated status note on CPSEs under closure for apprising CoS. DPE has also prepared a draft guideline on inclusion of likely fund requirement on account of MAT in the proposals for closure of CPSEs. This has been sent to D/o Expenditure (DoE) for comments.

2. DPE through the aegis of Indian Institute of Corporate Affairs (IICA) organized a two day orientation programme on 17th and 18th January, 2019 at Puducherry for capacity building of Government Directors of CPSEs. 14 Government Directors from various administrative Ministries/Departments attended the programme. The issues relating to Corporate Governance framework, Roles and Responsibilities of Directors, Functioning of Board Committees, Risk Management, Strategy and Leadership and Understanding Financial Statements were covered in the programme.

3. A workshop for nodal officers of CPSEs was organized on 21st and 22nd January, 2019 at PMI, NTPC, Noida to review the progress of uploading of information on 'DRISHTI' Dashboard regarding Action Plans of CPSEs on the outcomes of CPSEs Conclave 2018. Nodal officers of more than 80 CPSEs attended the workshop.

4. An advisory on 'Professionalization of below Board level management in CPSEs' covering HR strategy areas, Manpower Planning, Performance Management System (PMS), Rewards & Recognition, Promotion & Career Management, Employee Engagement, Training & Development (T&D), Leadership Development etc. has been issued to all CPSEs by DPE on 16.01.2019.

5. DPE organized a workshop from 21.01.2019 to 25.01.2019 at Mysore (Karnataka) for below Board level Officers of CPSEs regarding HR related issues like RTI Act, Establishment Rules. Review under FR(56)(j)), Enquiry & Disciplinary Proceedings etc.
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